
 
    KYSMET SECURITY & PATROL, LLC. 

21 W. Laurel Drive Ste. 49 
Salinas, CA  93906 

(831) 998-7963 
 

SEPTEMBER 2022 ACTIVITY LOG 
 
9/01/2022 2135 when I finished patrol of the cemetery I saw a firework go off in the direction of church st and  

3rd st patrolled the area but saw no one or any firework debris, resumed regular patrol after 
9/01/2022 2337: patrolled through mission. Upon arrival a white Cadillac SRX #8Z0L344 was parked in  

parking lot. Vehicle has previously been reported about a female driver parking around the city and  
sleeping inside the vehicle. I do not have a visual of any occupants at the moment. Will continue to 
monitor. 

9/02/2022 2209 was flagged down by Older White Male [Description: Light colored shirt, Shor0ts ,Sandals]  
that the party at Jardines De San Juan was too loud and had already gone past 10 pm. He said "It  
needed to stop" he was visibly angry and demanded I call the sheriff department and proceeded to 
walk away from me. Nothing further to report 

9/03/2022 0309HRS conducted patrol at the veterans hall. Truck driver asked if he can park till the morning. I  
told him no trucks over 3 tons can park in the city of San Juan Bautista. So he took off. Nothing 
further 

9/03/2022 1835 received call from Rich Brown asking me to meet him at city hall so he could hand me keys  
for the windmill market. Drove to city hall and met with Rich Brown and Received the keys at 1843. 

9/03/2022 2235 witnessed multiple fireworks coming from behind the San Juan mission, patrolled area but  
did not see anyone lighting fireworks or see further fireworks going off. 

9/05/2022 2315: patrolled through mission. Upon arrival white Cadillac SRX is in parking lot. Female  
occupant was asleep in driver seat. Woke up when I flashed lights on vehicle and left property.  
Nothing further to report. Area is clear and secure. 

9/06/2022 2135 while patrolling windmill market, was flagged down by male in a white pick up who indicated  
to us that his wife's car had broken down and would be picking it up in the morning left a note on the 
vehicle with his phone number and a please do not tow sign nothing further to report [Pictures in 
gallery]  

9/06/2022 2243: patrolled through windmill. Upon arrival a Grey Honda Civic #7KGX822 was parked in  
parking lot. 1st shift notified me that the vehicle was having battery issues and would be moved in the 
morning. Contact information of the owner was taken down. As I was leaving property. A tow truck 
and owner of vehicle showed up. Vehicle is being towed off property. Black motorcycle #21Y4803 is 
still parked in parking lot. Nothing further to report. 

9/7/2022 0252: patrolled through windmill. Upon arrival a Grey dodge van was in parking lot. Owner of the  
vehicle informed me that she was taking a break from driving and will be leaving soon. Nothing further  
to report. 

9/07/2022 0036: patrolled through windmill. Upon arrival a white Chevy sonic LT #8MDP337 was parked in  
parking lot. No visual occupants. Black motorcycle is still in parking lot. No occupants. Will continue to 
monitor. Nothing further to report. 

9/07/2022 0245: patrolled through windmill. During patrol deputies were observing black motorcycle that has     



 
been parked in parking lot. I informed them that the motorcycle has been there for 3 days. After 
deputies ran the license plate they informed me the motorcycle had come back as "stolen" in their 
system. Nothing further to report. 

9/11/2022 2342: During patrol, came across 600 casa Maria parking lot front gate open. Patrolled through  
parking lot. No suspicious activity or incidents to report at the moment. Area is clear and secure. 

9/12/2022 2348: During patrol came across a silver Chrysler 200 #8MAP283 still parked on Muckelemi  
across from Valero gas station. Notified code enforcement and Deputy about the vehicle. Nothing  
further to report at the moment. 

9/13/2022 1830 Patrol of rancho Vista residential area all clear no suspicious activity no suspicious persons  
one flag down report of lost dogs. 

9/13/2022 2235 Two RVs and dirt parking lot 1 and gray and one black one medium one large people seem  
to have a flat tire or something wrong with the RV but it looks like they're getting it fixed no contact  
made 

9/19/2022 2100 Patrol of elementary school one silver Park Volkswagen been parked for about 4 hours  
according to one bystander that flagged me down.   

9/24/2022 2100 while patrolling near the Alameda I was asked by the other guard to please assist him in  
notifying an rv who had parked in the dirt lot at San Juan Elementary school that he was not allowed  
to stay there stood-by as guard notified the occupant then resumed patrol. Nothing further to report 

9/24/2022 2225 foot patrolled downtown SJB all doors secured and locked. While patrolling was flagged  
down by male in silver pickup asking if we had seen his lost dog, told him no and he gave his number  
to the other guard incase we see the dog. Nothing further to report 

9/24/2022 0000 while leaving noticed the dog that was mentioned to us by owner and attempted to trail the  
dog while Junior contacted the owner, lost sight of the dog and met up with the other guard to end the  
shift at 0020 nothing further to report 

9/24/2022 1703HRS I arrived at San Juan Bautista Mission , I was contacted by a white woman in her late  
60s early 70s asking for directions to the highway, informed which way to go, nothing else to report I 
left San Juan Bautista Mission at 1706HRS. 

9/24/2022 1758HRS I arrived at San Juan VFW, all four gates were locked, nothing else to report I left San  
Juan VFW at 1759HRS I arrived at Lang Street at 1810HRS, where i notice two possible abandon 
vehicles, I give both vehicles parking warnings for the following SJBMC 7-4-600 and SECTION 
22669. While writing the warnings i was by two woman one in her 60s and the other in her 40s ask if i 
was writing tickets i let them know that it was just warnings. Nothing else to report I left Lang st at 
1836HRS. 

9/24/2022 1855HRS I arrived at Copperleaf LN where I notice a black truck parked in a red zone, I wrote  
them a ticket for city code violation 7-4-100 stopping in specified places, nothing else to report I left 
Copperleaf LN at 1915HRS  

9/24/2022 1933HRS I was driving down first st when I notice two vehicles parked in a red zone, I parked my  
vehicle and walk down the street and wrote both vehicles a ticket under city code violation 7-4-100  
stopping in specified places. While I was writing a security guard from the building on the corner of 
first and San Jose Street. Came up to me and got into my face, she began questioning me about the 
ticket and why I was write it at one point she was right in my face, I told her not to come up to me like 
that then ask my partner to start coming my way. The security guard eventually went back to the 
building. I finished writing the tickets and left first street. 

9/25/2022 0012HRS my partner and I were about to leave when we spotted the dog from early, we try to call  
the dog and he run off so we attempt to follow the him but we unfortunately lost him, we continued to  



 
search for the dog during the search I told Junior to call the owners and let them know that we 
spotted the dog, after a little bit I notice a car taking the same turns as me, I thought it could be the 
owner, I got out of the patrol car and made contact with a female and a blue truck, she asked if I was 
the one who called and I let her know where was the last time we saw the dog and that we would 
keep looking. I returned to City Hall to end the shift at 0020HRS 

9/25/2022 0032HRS looking for lost dog. Owner found it. 
9/25/2022 2338HRS conducted green tags on 4 cars. GMC truck, Ford SUV, Audi Sedan, Honda Sedan  

looked like they were parked for a long time. Left tags at the city hall. Nothing further 
9/25/2022 1723HRS I arrived at San Juan VFW. 3 out of 4 gates were locked and there were 3 cars in the  

parking lot, nothing else to report I left San Juan VFW at 1724HRS 
9/25/20221746HRS I was driving down Third st when I notice a possible abandoned vehicle, I pull over and  

gave the vehicle a parking warning I left Third st at 1800HRS 
9/25/2022 1806HRS I was driving down muckelemi st and notice two possible abandoned vehicles, I wrote  

both vehicles parking warnings. I left muckelemi st at 1828HRS 
9/25/2022 2259HRS I was driving down muckelemi st when I notice a multitude of possible abandoned  

vehicles, I wrote parking warnings for one of the cars and assisted my partner write the rest of the 
possible abandoned vehicle because I was out of parking warnings, no other issues to report I left 
muckelemi Street at 2340HRS 

9/25/2022 2108: patrolled through motel. Upon arrival a delivery truck was parked in parking lot taking up 6  
parking spots. 2nd guard on duty( joey) made contact with front desk about the vehicle. Front desk 
employee gave the OK for the vehicle to be parked. Nothing further to report. Area is secure. 

9/26/2022 2008HRS I was driving down San Jose Street when I noticed a car that had Parked for longer then  
72 hours, I wrote them a parking warning, nothing else to report I left San Jose Street at 2014HRS 

9/26/2022 2029HRS I arrived at Copperleaf LN, I notice there was a vehicle parked facing the wrong  
direction so I gave them a parking warning, nothing else to report I left Copperleaf LN at 2049HRS 

9/27/2022 1705 was contacted by Rich Brown to be trained on how to write citations, he asked I also radio  
the other guard as well. Radioed Perla and we were both given the run down on writing citations and 
any questions we had were addressed. 


